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Abstract
Background: This article analyzes iatrogenic injuries of the breast that happen during puncture procedures. 
Methods and Results: We have analyzed the data of 2075 invasive diagnostic procedures related to both benign and malignant 

breast neoplasms, conducted in various healthcare facilities in the Russian Federation. There were 1943(93.6%) cases of ultrasound-
guided biopsies in our study. RG-guided biopsies were rather less frequent—132(6.4%) cases. A subcutaneous hematoma is the 
primary iatrogenic injury that occurs during breast puncture procedures conducted in Russian healthcare facilities. This is the most 
common complication during an ultrasound-guided CB (44.4%). The likelihood that this complication will occur is impossible to 
predict. 

Conclusion: The proper arrangements and patient follow-up before and after the biopsy, along with the selection of a proper 
invasive procedure for a pathologic neoplasm, will minimize the number of diagnostic iatrogenic injuries and improve the quality 
of medical care. (International Journal of Biomedicine. 2021;11(1):14-17.) 
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Introduction
An early diagnosis and effective treatment of breast 

cancer (BC) are still the key priorities for public healthcare 
systems in many countries.(1) As BC screening programs have 
been significantly improved, now the specialists are able to 
identify the malignant tumors in this area at early stages more 
often.(2,3) It is worth mentioning that most of the detected 
pathologic changes in the breast are benign; malignant tumors 
account only for 3%–6% of all cases.(4) 

The X-ray picture for breast neoplasms is quite variable, 
which is why any “suspicious” finding, detected by a physical 

examination, mammography or an ultrasound scan must 
be confirmed.(5) A pathomorphological study is the most 
accurate way to determine the nature of a pathologic area. 
The methodology for breast biopsy has been dramatically 
changed in recent decades. The methods have become more 
injurious, from fine-needle aspiration biopsy to a vacuum 
suction type.(6) Regardless of the way biomaterial is obtained, 
the interventional methods used the for breast may result in 
such complications as hematomas, Mondor’s disease, and 
acute suppurative mastitis.(7) L.L.Y. Lin et al.(8) state that the 
total amount of complications after breast biopsy does not 
exceed 6.7%. The most frequent complications are bleedings 
or hematomas (89.3%); breast ache is less frequent (6.9%), 
and dizziness is rare (0.9%). A team of scientists supervised 
by Bick stated that apart from the primary complication, 
which is a hematoma, in 2%-10% of cases, there may appear 
the following iatrogenic injuries: infection at a biopsy site 
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(4%-6%) and abscesses (2%); the recurrent biopsies are taken 
as a separate category (4%).(9) Some scientists suppose that 
a biopsy may increase the risks of a metastatic spread and 
influence long-term treatment results.(10)

All the above-mentioned confirm that it is crucial to 
study the nature of diagnostic iatrogenic injuries that appear 
during breast puncture procedures. This study will facilitate 
further prevention and elimination of such injuries.

Materials and Methods
We have analyzed the data of 2075 invasive diagnostic 

procedures related to both benign and malignant breast 
neoplasms, conducted in various healthcare facilities in 
the Russian Federation. As for 1784(86.1%) identified 
breast pathologies, the biopsies were conducted for medical 
reasons only (typical semeiotic signs), and in 288(13.9%) 
cases female patients were worried and insisted on having 
a biopsy. In most cases, the patients insisted on having one 
when the benignant neoplasms under 1.5сm (a fibroadenoma 
or a cyst) were detected for the first time in their lives. During 
most physical examinations (75.6%), pathologies of breast 
and regional lymph nodes were detected manually. In our 
data, there were 503(24.4%) non-palpable breast neoplasms. 
Preliminary statements, depending on the results of breast 
radial examination, conducted before biopsy, are presented in 
Table 1. 

There were 1943(93.6%) cases of ultrasound-guided 
biopsies in our study. G-guided biopsies were rather less 
frequent—132(6.4%) cases. The data for the biomaterial 
sampling method are the following: 1471(70.9%) pathologic 
findings were confirmed by a fine-needle aspiration biopsy, 
604(29.1%) cases were confirmed by a needle pistol system that 
was used to take tissue samples to conduct a histologic or an 
IHC test, if necessary. These tests can provide more diagnostic 
data about a pathologic area. The classification of performed 
puncture procedures, depending on biomaterial sampling and 
guidance methods, is shown in Fig. 1. Thus, the ultrasound-
guided FNB was the most common method of sampling 

diagnostic material. It was performed in 1455(70.1%) cases. 
For 488(23.5%) cases, an ultrasound-guided CB was chosen. 
There were 116(5.6%) stereotaxic CBs, and 16(0.8%) female 
patients had to undergo an RG-guided procedure. 

FNB was performed by a “free-hand method” using a 
standard skewed-ended injection needle with a diameter of 
20G, which was connected to a 20 ml syringe. The specialists 
used to an automatic needle pistol and needles of a guillotine 
type with a diameter of 14G to perform a CB. The needle’s 
length varied from 10 cm to 16 cm, depending on the location 
of a pathologic area. 

Results and Discussion
Fig. 2 presents the main faults in medical care provided 

by radiologists during interventional radiology procedures.
Improper preparation of patients for a biopsy 
We were unable to analyze the preparations for all 2075 

punctures because 852 procedures had been conducted in 
other institutions. We have analyzed the data of 1223 puncture 
biopsies and concluded that patient preparation errors account 
for 1.6% of all cases. Seven patients experienced allergic 
reactions during СB due to local anesthesia: 5 had hives, and 
2 had bronchial spasms. Twelve patients fainted because their 
blood sugar level was low (they were hungry and stressed).

Improper patient follow-up after the procedure 
Three (0.2%) patients had complications after an invasive 

procedure. Two of them had inflammation at the site where the 

Table 1. 
Classification of preliminary statements, depending on the results 
of a radial examination, conducted before a biopsy (n=2075)

Pathology Abs. %

A suspected breast cancer 348 16.8

A cyst (including an inflammatory cyst) 902 43.4

A fibroadenoma (including a leaf-like
fibroadenoma) 425 20.5

Fibrocyatic breast changes 49 2.4

Clustered microcalcifications 102 4.9

Lymphoadenopathy (regional lymph nodes) 199 9.6

Other 50 2.4

“Other” included hematomas, oleogranulomas, fibrolipomas, local 
fibrosis areas, and tissue architectonic damages.

Fig. 1. Classification of performed puncture procedures, 
depending on biomaterial sampling and guidance 
methods. 

Fig. 2. Classification of faults in medical care provided 
by radiologists during interventional radiology 
procedures. 
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biopsy had been taken, and 1 had a chemical skin burn (Fig.3) 
because the doctor had given her improper instructions regarding 
the antiseptic treatment of a biopsy needle induction site. 

Improper biomaterial sampling 
A total of 902(61.3%) FNBs were conducted because 

cysts had formed and the diagnostic material had been obtained 
properly. Although the information value of FNB is not very 
high in terms of tissue neoplasms, in the rest of the cases (569 
[38.7%]) this biopsy type was used to confirm a significant 
pathologic area. The conclusion drawn from 274(482%) 
cytologic statements was that the obtained material was not 
informative and that additional invasive procedures were 
required. As for CBs, 34 out of 604 procedures (5.6%) were not 
informative. The tissue “strips” obtained during this invasive 
procedure had no diagnostic value, so the procedure had to be 
repeated. Thus, the total amount of cases in which the initial 

diagnostic material was not informative grew to 308(14.8 %).
Invasive procedure complications 
Hematomas were the primary complications during 

invasive diagnostic procedures. They appeared in different time 
periods after the procedure was conducted (Fig.4). In this study, 
there were 718(34.6%) cases with such complications. Table 
2 presents the classification of complications, depending on 
the employed visual control and diagnostic material sampling 
methods. Thus, subcutaneous hematomas were the most common 
complications for an ultrasound-guided biopsy (44.4%). As for 
an RG-FNB, such complications had the lowest frequency.

Conclusion
A subcutaneous hematoma is the primary iatrogenic 

injury that occurs during breast puncture procedures conducted 
in Russian healthcare facilities. This is the most common 
complication during an ultrasound-guided CB (44.4%). The 
likelihood that this complication will occur is impossible to 
predict. However, proper arrangements and patient follow-up 
before and after the biopsy, along with the selection of a proper 
invasive procedure for a pathologic neoplasm, will minimize 
the number of diagnostic iatrogenic injuries and improve the 
quality of medical care.

Fig. 3. A female patient’s appearance a week 
after the core biopsy of a neoplasm in the left 
breast: in the plane where a biopsy needle has 
been introduced, there is a chemical skin burn, 
due to iodine solution overuse during wound 
handling.

Fig. 4. The appearance of a female patient, who had hematomas after a core biopsy: а) 8 days after an ultrasound–guided CB of a neoplasm 
in the left breast: at the border of upper quadrants, there is a subcutaneous hematoma; b) 12 days after a RG-guided CB of clustered 
calcifications in the right breast, there is a spread subcutaneous hematoma, which occupies most of the gland.

Table 2.
Classification of hematomas, detected after breast biopsy, depending 
on material sampling and guidance methods (n=718)

Biopsy type Abs. %

An ultrasound-guided FNB 293 40.8

A RG-guided FNB 5 0.7

An ultrasound-guided CB  319 44.4

A RG-guided CB  101 14.1

Total 718 100.0
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